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THeaTer afTer film, or DismeDiaTion

By marTin Harries

in 1902, the american mutoscope & Biograph Co. took out the 
copyright on a film listed by the library of Congress, where it forms 
part of the Paper Print Collection, as “star Theatre.” The short film is 
now more often known and discussed under the more elaborate title, 
“Demolishing and Building Up the star Theatre.” Using simple but 
effective time-lapse techniques, it records the demolition, in april, 
1901, of the star Theatre at the northeast corner of Broadway and 
13th street in manhattan.1 The offices of the american mutoscope 
& Biograph Co. were across the street, and the company saw that 
film could capture the deliberate demolition of the building. The film 
company also took advantage of its medium, and urged exhibitors 
to reverse the direction of the film through the projector after first 
playing it as shot. so, as exhibited, the spectacle of the rebuilding of 
the theater followed demolition, hence the “building up” of the longer 
and more common title.

“Demolishing and Building Up the star Theatre” sensationally 
pictures what sense experience cannot register on its own. as my title 
will have signaled, what especially interests me here is the way that 
the film places this automatic registration of what the eye cannot see 
in relation to the demolition of a theater. That is, the self-conscious 
display of a possibility of film as medium happens in relation to the 
obsolescence of a particular stage. How to read this self-reflexive exhibi-
tion of the force of film as medium is, however, not self-evident. How, 
in particular, should one understand the “building up”? The cinematic 
rebuilding of the theater is only virtual: the spectator knows that it is 
a special effect. in this way, the film might seem an early, spectacular 
promise of film’s colonization of what had been the aesthetic terrain of 
the theater. in all too easy retrospect, it is hard not to see the film as 
harbinger of the cinema’s international hegemony as medium over the 
disintegrating theater. speed things up, and a cinematic lapse in time 
can show the decline of the theater; the trick of rebuilding what theater 
did is only a special effect, one made possible by the new medium.

at the time of this early twentieth-century demolition, film’s triumph 
was itself only a distant potential, and the star Theatre was, in fact, 
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not permanently in ruins but moving uptown to the more vibrant 
theatrical hub growing around Times square, leaving Union square 
to a new industry that had not yet discovered the permanent sunshine 
of the los angeles basin. The film might allegorize the inevitable 
dismantling of the theater. and yet the building up of this fantasmatic 
theater, made possible by the medium of film in reverse, also suggests 
an alternative allegory: the destruction of a theater, caught on film, 
lays the groundwork for a new theater, a theater made in part of the 
effects of film. my argument will move in that direction, suggesting 
that film’s catastrophic effects on theater were, in a scenario no less 
paradoxical than the building up of the collapsed star, also a source 
of the remarkable experiments of postwar theater.2

To many now, theater seems the most embarrassingly residual of 
media, sustained only by the undead force of petrified distinction 
in a mediascape where it will never again be new. Where, implicitly 
or explicitly, the subject is a historical progression of media, theater 
is very often relegated to the ragged company of antiquated forms 
technological progress has long since transcended. following some 
accounts, succinctly captured, but also challenged, by J. Hoberman’s 
title, Film after Film, theater is now cinema’s predecessor in another 
way, as an exemplar of a pattern of unplanned obsolescence to which 
film, too, now falls victim.3 more typically still, theater simply has no 
place in contemporary discussions of media, except very often as a 
metaphor for more important shifts happening elsewhere. a solution 
to this predicament of arrested development common to scholars of 
theater is to claim that as a medium it returns us to forms of experi-
ence other media cannot match. in particular, theater scholarship 
invokes the importance of copresence as the factor that makes theater a 
form—even a medium—unlike others. Theater becomes, among other 
things, the medium of an abstract ritual, belonging to no particular 
religion, somehow secularized, but nevertheless imbued with a sacral 
air. if, on the one hand, a too-simple diachronic scheme relegates 
theater to the sphere of the outmoded, on the other hand a form of 
synchronic thinking that asserts the importance of theater because 
of some unchanging, valuable essence ignores the historicity of the 
form entirely. The choice between triumphalism in which theater is 
one of the spoils carried by the victors in an inevitable march toward 
the crowning of the newest of new media and a wishful celebration 
of theater’s special difference from other media is a false one. What’s 
needed are considered and historically alert accounts of theater as a 
medium among other media.
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in Liveness, Philip auslander solidly debunked the sacralization of 
theater on the grounds of its separateness from other forms of media. 
auslander’s deconstruction of the cult value of copresence as the 
special property of theater has been influential, and contested. The 
force of his debunking of the privileged category of “liveness” has, 
however, distorted what may be the more important contribution of 
the book. auslander does not mean to argue that “liveness” does not 
exist, or is not a useful category. He does, however, imply that it has no 
“distinctive ontology”: “[a]ny distinctions,” he writes, “need to derive 
from careful consideration of how the relationship between the live 
and the mediatized is articulated in particular cases, not from a set of 
assumptions that constructs the relation between live and mediatized 
representations a priori as a relation of essential opposition.”4 The 
critical task, then, becomes not how to establish a definitive ontology 
of liveness but instead how to track the articulation of liveness and its 
others in particular circumstances. To return to the film with which i 
began: spectators will notice exceptions to its manic pace at the begin-
ning and end: pedestrians and vehicles pass by, as it were, at a normal, 
or only slightly accelerated, speed. real time frames the time lapse. 
and yet this illusion of the comfort of real time is no less a special 
effect than the rapid demolition or reconstruction. indeed, the rapid 
lapse of time in part makes the everyday actuality of pedestrian life 
appear to be the more compelling simulation of regular liveness. in 
contrast to the obviously mediated time lapse sequence, the equally 
mediated registration of something resembling everyday life appears 
to be relatively immediate, a few seconds of liveness.

i have been playing with cognates of the keywords of this forum, 
and, before turning more squarely to my central example of postwar 
theater, i want to think about that pair of medium and media. auslander 
would not be alone in insisting that the first term makes no sense 
without considering the second: the conditions of a medium are not 
ontological, but, instead, historical and relational. marshall mcluhan’s 
classic formulation bears repeating:

The instance of the electric light may prove illuminating in this 
connection. The electric light is pure information. it is a medium 
without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell out some 
verbal ad or name. This fact, characteristic of all media, means that 
the “content” of any medium is always another medium.5

Pairing this quotation with a passage from lisa Gitelman’s Always Already 
New emphasizes the historicity of the relationship between media:
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it is as much of a mistake to write broadly of “the telephone,” “the 
camera,” or “the computer” as it is “the media,” and of now—
somehow, “the internet” and “the Web”—naturalizing or essentializing 
technologies as if they were unchanging, “immutable objects with given, 
self-defining properties” around which changes swirl, or to or from 
which history proceeds. instead, it is better to specify telephones in 
1890 in the rural United states, broadcast telephones in Budapest in 
the 1920s, or cellular, satellite, corded, and cordless landline telephones 
in north america at the beginning of the twenty-first century.6

The scare quotes with which mcluhan surrounds that most suspect 
word, “content,” opens up a space that Gitelman illuminates, so to 
speak. mcluhan’s punctuation acknowledges that “content” is neces-
sarily a provisional term. nevertheless, mcluhan’s simple copulative—
“the ‘content’ of any medium is always another medium”—appears to 
assert an identity: we may not know what word should take the place of 
“content,” but we know that the thing that takes the place of content 
“is always another medium.” The promise here is that we know what 
a medium, or “another medium,” is, that once we recognize which 
medium provides the “content” for another medium we will be able 
to recognize the second medium. The force of Gitelman’s critique, by 
contrast, lies in her insistence that a technology is not a stable entity 
that could, in some unproblematic way, provide the “content” for 
another technology. There is a vanishing point implicit in Gitelman’s 
theorization beyond which it would be impossible to speak of a tech-
nology or a medium at all; as meredith mcGill pointed out, Gitelman’s 
approach still requires, however provisionally, a certain abstraction 
or reification of historically disparate practices into something called 
a medium or a technology.7 in a particular historical moment and 
geographical site, a medium and its attendant practices become recog-
nizable: this abstraction of “medium” will have required the separating 
out of unusual or residual uses of the medium. Gitelman’s revision of 
mcluhan offers one way to read his scare quotes around the word 
“content.” That interrogative punctuation alienates any simple notion 
of a given content provided by one medium that another medium 
might adopt or translate. Gitelman’s emphasis on the historicity of that 
content suggests a modification of mcluhan’s thesis: the “content” 
provided by one medium to other media will not remain constant. 
even if one accepts mcluhan’s formulation, one will need to recall 
that the content provider must itself be seen as changeable, as not a 
stable medium at all.
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mcluhan’s formulation seems to me enduringly useful, and espe-
cially for the sphere of the aesthetic. my title alludes to and reverses 
two important studies published almost fifty years apart: a. nicolas 
Vardac’s Stage to Screen of 1949 and Ben Brewster and lea Jacobs’s 
Theater to Cinema of 1998. Brewster and Jacobs have anticipated 
my revision of Vardac’s title: theater replaces stage, cinema replaces 
screen. of course, historically stage and theater preceded screen and 
cinema: both books demonstrate how theater provided certain kinds 
of content for film, with special attention to the passage of melodrama 
from medium to medium. These are important books, and each revises 
overly simple accounts of the historical relationship between theater 
and film. nevertheless, teleology remains. This is especially true in 
Vardac’s account, which, as Brewster and Jacobs themselves comment, 
relies on a kind of Kunstwollen to explain how film satisfied desires 
for realistic effects first created by nineteenth-century theater.8 The 
point of my “after,” then, is to stress two things: first, and most simply, 
that theater continues after film and, second and more complexly, that 
theater’s interaction with film shaped this afterlife in important ways.

To return to the familiar sentence from mcluhan: “This fact, char-
acteristic of all media, means that the ‘content’ of any medium is always 
another medium.” What this does not say is that a new medium will 
take its content from an old medium. some of mcluhan’s examples 
may be taken to suggest this, but he explicitly does not limit his larger 
claim to that form of appropriation. The “old” medium, that is, may 
take the newer one as its content just as surely as the reverse. indeed, 
the letter of mcluhan’s claim would be that such taking is necessarily 
a feature of every medium in every situation. The most difficult ques-
tions circle around that questionable term, “content.” in Remediation, 
Bolter and Grusin return to mcluhan’s declaration about medium 
and content and observe:

as his problematic examples suggest, mcluhan was not thinking of 
simple repurposing, but perhaps of a more complex kind of borrowing 
in which one medium is itself incorporated or represented in another 
medium. Dutch painters incorporated maps, globes, inscriptions, 
letters, and mirrors in their works.9

in the same paragraph, Bolter and Grusin remind the reader: “again, 
we call the representation of one medium in another remediation, and 
we will argue that remediation is a defining characteristic of the new 
digital media.”10 a detail here is telling: in paraphrasing mcluhan, 
Bolter and Grusin think of the form that content takes as a matter of 
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incorporation or representation. Their example of Dutch painting is a 
resonant one. Their definition of remediation, however, drops “incor-
poration” to isolate “representation” as the mode of remediation. With 
all their elaboration of what “representation” can mean, this reliance 
on representation is consequential. it may be that this reduction of 
all forms of content to representation is particularly suggestive for 
the meeting of, and missed connections between, media studies and 
aesthetics. in the particular field that occupies this paper, postwar 
theater—a field marked by a particularly generative crisis of a medium 
among other media—representation is exactly the wrong concept to 
describe what happens when a medium becomes part of the “content” 
of another medium, when film in all its perceived totalizing force 
becomes part of the substance of theater.

Before turning directly to theatrical examples, i want to think further 
about the question of Bolter and Grusin’s vocabulary for the modali-
ties of remediation. “Dutch painters,” they write, “incorporated maps, 
globes, inscriptions, letters, and mirrors in their works.” incorporation 
is an odd figure for the mimesis in painting of these earlier inscriptive 
forms and media, but it accords with their insistence that the force 
of Dutch painting lies in its combination of the persuasive illusion of 
immediacy characteristic of painterly perspective with the simultaneous 
attention to the modes of inscription that characterize what they call 
hypermediacy.11 The example of the instruments and documents in 
Dutch painting is exemplary here: Holbein’s Ambassadors, for instance, 
simultaneously appears simply to have incorporated objects of a lavishly 
equipped world and, especially through its fatal anamorphic blot—the 
skull that becomes visible from an oblique angle—obliges the viewer 
to contemplate the painting’s mode of representation. This model 
of the representation of earlier media or technologies inside later 
ones tells us a lot about the history of media and about the history of 
various arts. it can’t, however, account for the theatrical examples that 
interest me. indeed, an insistence on the mimesis of a medium as the 
signal of the incorporation of that medium explains why the force of 
postwar theater has been misrecognized. What’s needed is a term for 
forms of remediation that are not traceable because of their explicit 
repetition inside works of art—for example, letters inside paintings, 
or television monitors on stage, and so on—but which nevertheless 
shape aesthetic fields. it is tempting to use the term Bolter and Grusin 
abandon, and to call the kind of remediation by negation that i have 
in mind “incorporation.” That word, however, can too easily suggest a 
form of mimesis, the bodily repetition of content. With all necessary 
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hesitation about introducing a new use for an existing term, i propose 
that we call such remediation through negation of another medium 
dismediation.12

in the first half of the 1960s, the issue of theater as a medium became 
a live one for critics from michael fried to susan sontag. This debate 
concerned the problem of what the essential medium of theater might 
be: for fried “What lies between the arts is theater” because it has no 
medium to which it can be specific.13 sontag also addresses another 
question, that is, whether theater, like film, can “encapsulate” another 
art form: “[o]ne can,” she asserts, “film a play or ballet or opera or 
sporting event in such a way that film becomes, relatively speaking, a 
transparency, and it seems correct to say that one is seeing the event 
filmed. But theatre is never a ‘medium.’”14 sontag’s claim underlines 
the aspiration of experimental postwar theater: its project was in part 
to reject this model of medium as transparency.15 if this theater made 
a claim to the prestige of medium in the sense important to fried, the 
specificity of the medium belonged to its repudiation of a medium’s 
transparency in sontag’s sense. This is also to say that in important ways 
this theater constituted itself as the dismediation of cinema. surely 
these theorizations of the first half of the 1960s involved a phantasm of 
film itself as a hypnotic and hegemonic medium few critics would now 
endorse. Understanding postwar theater, and potentially the postwar 
arts more generally, requires registering how a persuasive conception 
of film as medium became part of a structure of feeling or horizon of 
expectation. in this context, it’s significant that raymond Williams first 
sketched his notion of “structure of feeling” not, as is often claimed, 
in The Long Revolution, but in “The Dramatic Tradition,” his long 
contribution to the short book Preface to Film, published in 1954.16 
The power of film as an instrument in the production of fascist publics; 
the paired notion of Hollywood as a machine of capitalist hegemony; 
the wider and widespread sense of mass culture as an unprecedented 
tool for the production of docile subjects: such beliefs were simply 
central to postwar discourse, elements of which remain remarkably 
tenacious. The focus on the inevitable psychic effects of the cinematic 
apparatus in somewhat later theories of the 1970s may have been a 
paranoid idealization of the moviegoer’s experience, but it correctly 
summarized a conception of film that helped to shape postwar theater 
negatively even as that theater worked to negate it in practice.17

adorno’s model of negation would be more helpful were it not 
for its insistence on social totality as what art negates. all the same, 
that model’s theorization of aesthetic negation as simultaneously the 
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incorporation and undoing of the logic of what it negates is essential. 
The conception of the force of film in theorizations of the appa-
ratus relied on a particular sense of the spectator in the dark movie 
theater as passively manipulated: Jean-louis Baudry’s translation of 
Plato’s allegory of the cave from ancient puppet show for the forcibly 
restrained to cinema may stand in for a larger body of theories and 
assumptions.18 Postwar theater, in short, worked to negate a model 
of the spectator associated with mass culture. This dismediation of 
cinematic spectatorship in the theater is not so much a matter of 
representation as a concerted dramaturgical insistence on the absence 
of the incorporated medium. if, to use adorno and Horkheimer’s 
phrase, culture was now “administered,” film and mass culture were 
seen as central to the apparatus of that administration. for theater 
to come after film, then, was for theater to come after the belief that 
the cultural force of mass culture had become commonplace, part of 
the postwar cultural imaginary.

The contrast between cinema’s international power as an apparatus 
of subjection after 1945 and the slender means of postwar theaters is 
glaring. Dismediation, to be sure, very often becomes the project of a 
relatively marginal avant-garde. and yet the importance of theater in 
between 1950 and 1970—to give very rough dates—lies in part in its 
alienation of assumptions about the spectator. To an unprecedented 
degree, from Brecht and Beckett to Grotowski and the living Theater 
to Peter Handke and adrienne Kennedy, scrutiny of the spectator 
and disruption of its place became central to theatrical experiment. 
The cinematic spectator became the content of theater after film. 
That this theater to a large degree also dispensed with storytelling 
suggests not so much some transhistorical suspicion of narrative as 
such as the dismediation of the pleasures of cinematic narration in 
particular. Displaced as the preeminent medium for narration using 
human bodies, theater remade itself as a medium for reflection on 
such narration and on the structures of identification that made that 
cinema so powerful a force of subjection.

samuel Beckett’s importance for theater lies in the consistency and 
rigor with which his work for the stage worked to alienate patterns of 
spectatorial address familiar from film. more generally, however, the 
remarkable efflorescence of theater in the postwar years stemmed in 
part from such rigorous efforts at dismediation. one way to measure 
the difference between theatrical experiment and the boulevard 
theater of the postwar decades would be to note the extent to which 
that boulevard theater pretended nothing had changed and that its 
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audience remained the audience of 1933. Theatrical experiment 
registered a notion of the consolidation of cinema and its force as 
apparatus by imagining other situations for the spectator. The effect of 
this minimal, sometimes minimalist, dismediation of the conditions of 
cinematic spectatorship has been the misrecognition of some postwar 
theater—Beckett is, again, exemplary—as a testament to theater’s at 
last achieving the true modernist condition of medium specificity and 
theater’s belated discovery of its own essential medium. The reduction 
of the means of theater associated with Beckett is made all too easily 
legible through a history of abstraction familiar from Greenberg and 
fried. as Thomas Crow has stressed, however, a genealogy of such 
an account of painting will find that Greenberg, too, began by linking 
painting’s reduction of its medium to mass culture’s, and particularly 
Hollywood’s, colonization of the raw material of the traditional arts.19 
recent media theory, however, helps to locate this “discovery,” as the 
result of a relational history: theater after film.

not least because of its title, Beckett’s Play—first staged, in Germany, 
in 1963—has often been taken to be his quintessential exploration of 
theater as medium. it won’t be surprising, then, that this work seems 
to me one of the most comprehensive of Beckett’s dismediations. To 
trace this dismediation requires more than a glance, and Play will be 
my chief example in the remainder of this article. Play is most familiar 
for its striking scenography: in the words of Beckett’s opening stage 
direction, the stage features “three identical grey urns . . . about one 
yard high. From each a head protrudes, the neck held fast in the urn’s 
mouth” (B, 236; 355).20 The three figures occupy a stripped-down 
afterlife, unaware of each other but painfully aware of a spotlight that 
brings them to speech. With no names beyond telegraphically gendered 
speech prefixes, W1, W2, and m, the talking heads emerging from their 
beds of ashes narrate, in fragments, an adulterous affair between the 
male figure, and W2, W1 being m’s wife. Their other chief concern is 
“you,” a second person addressee associated with but not necessarily 
identical to the spotlight that shines on them and makes them speak. 
m wonders from inside his urn:

m:   i know now, all that was just . . . play. and all this? When will 
all this—
Spot from M to W 1
W 1: is that it?
Spot from W 1 to W 2
W 2: mightn’t you?
Spot from W 2 to M
m:  all this, when will all this have been . . . just play? (B, 256; 361)
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on the one hand, this is one of Beckett’s explorations of the future 
conditional as the time anterior to suffering when the sufferer will, in 
theory, have distance from pain felt now. (Winnie, in Happy Days, is 
especially invested in this form of putatively comforting temporality: 
“oh this is a happy day, this will have been another happy day!”  
[B, 232; 307]). m claims a present condition of knowledge where “all 
that” appears to have been “play,” and asks about the possibility of a 
future condition when “all this” will equally appear to have been “play.” 
on the other hand, the keyword “play” here signals the self-reflexivity 
about medium that critics have long recognized as one of Beckett’s 
concerns. There may, then, be some relation between “play” as the 
neutralization of suffering and “play” as the medium of the event being 
staged for an audience. Here, it is important to stress that all evidence 
in the purgatorial situation of Play suggests that, where suffering is 
concerned, “play” can never be an experience of or in the present. 
This problem of play’s infinitely deferred temporality also illuminates 
the problem of “play” as medium. it is on this point, so consequential 
for the topic of this cluster of essays, that my argument diverges from 
much of the writing on Beckett and medium. in yet another chapter 
of the grand tale of the triumphal procession of medium specificity 
through all media, critics often depict Beckett as the “last modernist” 
who reduces theater to its essential medium.21 on the contrary, it 
seems to me clear that Beckett’s plays indelibly mark the peculiar 
historicity of the medium in a postwar moment. The response to that 
moment inside the plays is idiosyncratic and in no way determined 
by the media surround to which the plays respond. nevertheless, for 
all the irreducible strangeness of Beckett’s response to this surround, 
his work stems from a widely shared understanding of the postwar 
moment as, to an unprecedented degree, marked by the force of film 
and mass culture.

in Play, theater dismediates not simply another medium, but 
an apparatus in the wider sense: an apparatus as technological and 
ideological assemblage. such dismediation cannot be a matter of 
representation in any straightforward way: the importance of the 
apparatus transcends its technological means, so the mimesis of the 
medium—its potential remediation as image (say, a globe inside a 
Dutch painting)—would miss the point. Beckett’s Play dismediates the 
cinematic apparatus in this wider sense, as a repertoire of effects, a 
combination of technologies of address and anonymity. in this context, 
Beckett’s stipulations about the lighting of Play, notoriously difficult for 
lighting designers to achieve, are crucial. in performance, a spotlight 
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moves with exceptional speed from face to face: “Their speech,” 
according to an opening stage direction, “is provoked by a spotlight 
projected on faces alone” (B, 236; 355). already, the verb “projected” 
signals that this spotlight exists in relation to the cinematic apparatus, 
and the concentration on faces recalls the subjectifying effects of the 
close-up. in a note following the text, Beckett’s instructions for the 
lighting include these requirements:

The source of the light is single and must not be situated outside the 
ideal space (stage) occupied by its victims.
The optimum position for the spot is at the centre of the footlights, 
the faces being thus lit at close quarters and from below.
………………………………………………………….
The method consisting in assigning to each face a separate fixed spot 
is unsatisfactory in that it is less expressive of a unique inquisitor than 
the single mobile spot.22

only the spotlight’s projection produces speech: anything that might 
seem like dialogue in the transition from speaker to speaker is acci-
dental. The spotlight, that is, has something like the power of subjection 
associated with the cinematic apparatus. To use language i will have 
more to say about later: once hailed by the light, the subject has no 
choice but to speak. The strict architectonic arrangement of Beckett’s 
scheme, however, significantly differs from the cinematic apparatus in 
locating the source of the projection on stage, in that “ideal space.” 
This proximity underscores the intimacy of the relation between the 
spotlight and its victims even while the nature of its projections remains 
inscrutable. one might provisionally say that this arrangement also 
makes an apparatus visible as apparatus: the audience is aware of the 
spotlight as part of a system presented in front of it. The heads become 
subjects only through projected light. in this way, they resemble the 
star produced by the close-up. interrogated by the light, they speak. 
Hugh Kenner astutely called this a variation on “Beckett’s Gestapo 
theme”: it must also, however, be seen as the dismediation of cinematic 
address.23 The important point is that cinematic address and the use 
of spotlights in interrogation and torture seemed, in this period, part 
of the same apparatus: subjection through cinema was only the less 
blatantly violent technology of obedience. W1, W2, and m take turns 
breaking the rule of this quasi-cinematic apparatus, talking back to 
the light, addressing the machine that addresses them.

This sequence follows closely upon m’s wistful desire for “play” 
that i just discussed:
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m:   Perhaps they have become friends. Perhaps sorrow—
 Spot from M to W 1.
W 1:  But i have said all i can. all you let me. all i—
 Spot from W 1 to M.
m:   Perhaps sorrow has brought them together.
 Spot from M to W 2
W 2: no doubt i made the same mistake as when it was the sun 
that shone, of looking for sense where possibly there is none.
 Spot from W 2 to M.
m:   Perhaps they meet, and sit, over a cup of that green tea they 
both so loved, without milk or sugar, not even a squeeze of lemon—
 Spot from M to W 2.
W 2:  are you listening to me? is anyone listening to me? is anyone 
looking at me? is anyone bothering about me at all?
 Spot from W 2 to M.
m:   not even a squeeze of—
 Spot from M to W1.
W 1: is it something to do with my face, other than utter? Weep?
 Spot from W 1 to W 2.
W 2:  is my name taboo, i wonder. not necessarily, now that all danger 
is averted. That poor creature—i can hear her—that poor creature—
 Spot from W 2 to W 1.
W 1: Bite off my tongue and swallow it? spit it out? Would that 
placate you? How the mind works still to be sure!
 Spot from W 1 to M.
m:  meet, and sit, now in one dear place, now in the other, and 
sorrow together, and compare—hiccup—pardon—happy memories.
 Spot from M to W 1.
W 1: if only i could think, There is no sense in this . . . either, none 
whatsoever. i can’t.
 Spot from W 1 to W 2.
W 2: That poor creature who tried to seduce you, what ever became 
of her, do you suppose?—i can hear her. Poor thing.
 Spot from W 2 to M.
m:  Personally i always preferred lipton’s. (B, 256–60; 362–63)

The brand name is the closest the play comes to remediation through 
representation and to admitting the mass cultural surround to which 
it responds. otherwise, the passage oscillates between m’s imagining 
untormented reunions of his wife and lover and the affectless anguish 
that characterizes the lines of W1 and W2. in his fantasy of friendship 
based in shared sorrow, W1 and W2 nevertheless compare “happy 
memories.” meanwhile, W1 and W2, equally unaware of each other 
or of m, are nonetheless alike in addressing that “you,” who may or 
may not be watching and may or may not be “bothering about” them.  
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W2’s lines are especially resonant: “are you listening to me? is anyone 
listening to me? is anyone looking at me? is anyone bothering about 
me at all?” (B, 258; 159). This passage exemplifies the place of the 
second person pronoun in Play, and also of the condition of theater 
after film. on the one hand, the pathetic survivor, left behind by its 
audience, asks for attention. on the other, this old, renewed medium 
dismediates the place of the spectator, and complicates the direction 
and misdirection of performed address which constitutes a public. The 
dramaturgical situation implies that that second person addresses the 
just barely personified spotlight: insofar as that light seems to address 
the figures in the urns, it can in turn be addressed. The logic of Play 
encapsulates, then, an aspect of the phenomenology of mass cultural 
address: the audience member experiences itself as addressee. To be 
addressed is to imagine the solicitation of a reply: to reply may be to 
a greater or lesser degree psychotic, but Play registers the desire to 
answer, to undo the logic of “one-to-many communication,” to use 
fred Turner’s phrase.24 something like it is the enabling condition 
of cinematic spectatorship. Play puts its captive and unmoving audi-
ence in something like the position of those in the urns: “are you 
listening to me?” are you anyone? Play perfectly allows the audience 
to renounce the second person: that “you” addresses an apparatus 
of which i am not a part. and yet W2’s translation of you to anyone 
implicitly opens a divide in the second person who may be listening: 
you or anyone. The audience may not be “you” but cannot disavow 
being that anonymous or anonymized someone who is, at the very 
least, listening and looking. The last line caps this sequence: to bother 
about implies some concern—a form of care so minimal as to add up 
to bother—that exceeds the basic spectatorial activities of watching 
and listening. late in Play, m takes on this scrutiny of spectatorship, 
asking repeatedly, “am i as much as . . . being seen?” (B, 268; 366). 
for m, to be seen would be bother enough. This emphasis, however, 
may only emphasize the machinic nature of the apparatus that seems 
to see. Beckett’s insistence that that spotlight belongs to the “ideal 
space” of the performers accentuates the inhuman aspect of the illusion 
of such address: the projection doesn’t bother about you at all. The 
automatic response of the figures in the urns and the silence of the 
audience in the theater are related. after film, the theatrical conven-
tion that the audience should not respond resembles the anonymity 
of the apparatus that produces second persons it does not address.

Beckett never allowed that the response of the audience might 
alter a performance. in this way, his theater rigorously opposed the 
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spectacles designed to dissolve the separation between audience and 
performers that were arguably another feature of this period’s reaction 
to the apparatus of cinema.25 The transformative force of identification 
in the cinema had long been, however, a far more powerful force for 
such dissolution than the happening was ever to be. Beckett’s isolation 
of the audience stresses its difference from the “ideal space” of the 
stage. This divide stresses his theater’s disavowal of the technologies of 
identification that made cinema what it was. Beckett’s theater suggests 
that the stage can estrange but cannot undo the force of the cinematic 
apparatus and what it stands for. a return to the most familiar narra-
tive of an apparatus and its force will help to situate the historicity of 
Beckett’s revision of theater as medium. althusser, it’s worth stressing, 
insistently describes his “theoretical scene” in theatrical terms: he calls 
the policeman’s hailing of the subject “my little theoretical theatre” and 
further calls his account “this mise en scène of interpellation.”26 Theater 
figures the apparatus that makes possible the narrativization in time 
of the ideological formation of the subject that has “always-already” 
happened, as althusser stresses, that is, outside of time (B, 175). such 
a translation from unthought, timeless ideology into aesthetic medium 
is necessary in order to recognize how ideology works: the model of the 
theater makes it possible to imagine in temporal sequence something 
that does not belong to the order of time at all.

althusser’s account of ideological apparatuses, that is, illuminates the 
ambitions of the postwar theater and in particular its negative relation 
to film imagined as a powerful, quasi-official ideological apparatus. 
The exercises in theatrical reflexivity critics were beginning to call 
metatheater—a term invented, symptomatically, by lionel abel only 
in 1963, and in part in response to Beckett27—were not, then, simply 
another chapter in the long history of a medium’s calling awareness to 
its own artifice. against cinematic experience insistently figured as a 
warm bath in the sleep of ideology or the “Hollywood dream factory,” 
theater insistently returned to reflection on its own medium.28 such 
exposure of a medium as medium, however, pointed not to some late 
modernist project of the reduction of a medium to its essentials but 
to theater as a place where, through negation, processes of subjection 
through interpellation could be made visible. emphasis on the relative 
poverty of theater as medium—alas, poor theater!—also, that is, under-
lined its inefficiency as ideological apparatus. The richness of film as 
a medium for realist narrative, and consequently its power as conduit 
for ideology, had made that relative poverty especially visible. if film 
was an apparatus of subjection, theater as medium could make that 
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formation visible through metatheatrical techniques. These techniques 
were at once inside stage traditions of address, and formed specifically 
in negative reaction to what was understood to be cinema’s immense 
power to form subjects.

stories of the demolition of the theater over the course of the 
twentieth century and its relegation to the junkyard of media history 
neglect the ways theater rebuilt itself as a medium formed in relation 
to other media. This rebuilding happened in part through dismediation, 
through the formal negation of modes of spectatorship associated with 
the cinema. such theatrical dismediation in turn, in the work of Godard 
and others, fostered a cinematic experiment designed to counter the 
Hollywood apparatus. my aim here, however, has been not to argue 
for the importance of postwar theater because of its effects later or 
elsewhere or because of some other rebuilding project—for instance, 
inside the history of film—to which it might have contributed. This 
theater becomes newly visible because of its relation to other media. 
The forms of dismediation i have in mind have not wholly died out, but 
they are no longer so central to the making of experimental theater as 
they were between the mid-1950s and the mid 1970s or so: adrienne 
Kennedy’s A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White, first staged in 
new york in 1976, is one important theatrical sublation of and endpoint 
to the period of dismediation i have in view. after the splintering in the 
belief of film as medium of mass subjection, and consequent changes 
in conceptions of spectatorship—that is, after film, in an important 
sense—theater became, again, a different medium.
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